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... there is a group of ... called the Endo European languaes, and this includes

most of the languages of Europe and K a]s o some of the languages ... and most

of the languaoes of America, and this group of languages which is called the

hdo-European languages have many points of similarity. And then there ±x

is another group of languages called the Semitic languages which include five

main languages , which have a close relationship , much closer than many of our

Indo-European langa ges, but about " . .., but this group cf Semitic languages is

usually thought of asa group by -hem-&l-e-- themselves ... and yet there are certain

similarities. And some scholars have tried to show certain similarities that they

think show a. . but it isn't for us -1-the- in the ministry to decide .... yet there are

far more similarities, and a great many of the other languages . Now, today

is tremendously helpful what parts of speech .... so there shouldn't be any question,

but in English .... now, in Hebrew , that-- the first thing is to know what the parts

of speech are, and in a way that i is more important than . upon recognizing at

a glance , and I would recommend that to advance your understanding of --and without

taking time to --simply taking your English Bible and going through he parts of

speech just to see where it is , and that is somethintg
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Now, I have already mentioned t-ha-t- the two common ... and those in English and

.... are all of our that is concerned by our " . . In English and Greek , but the

and Hebrew is as E much ... in English a great many of our , but then we have the

noun , and the noun , and then in Heb. and in quite an extent in all. . the veryb

±i is an action xx word. When I we- was a student at ee-- college , now, this

idea of being --something which in Hebrew i-s--a- was originally a nominative
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